
Make a snake.

Make sure you use both hands.

Now roll it into the shapes 

shown here.

Make a nest and some little eggs to go in 

it.

Roll the play-dough into a long sausage 

shape

and then coil it round to make a next.

Pinch off some more play-dough and roll it

between your fingers to make the eggs.

Peg pegs onto

a paper plate to

make a sunshine or a 

face.

Make different shapes 

out of the play-doh.

Try to make as many as 

you can.
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Peg the pegs onto different parts 

of your clothing. Try on the cuffs of 

your collar, the neck of your 

jumper, and the ankle of your 

trousers.
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See how fast you can 

attach 10, 20 or 30 

pegs onto a box

Place 2 large coins/circle 

shapes in the palm of one 

hand. Try posting one while 

the other one remains in the 

palm of your hand. Then 

post the other one.

Thread small beads and / or small 

pasta pieces onto a lace.

Try lacing cards / boards.

Cut up straws and thread these 

onto a lace.
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Using a spray bottle to spray 

water onto plants; or try to hit 

a target.

Squeeze a plastic bottle or 

bath toy in water to make 

bubbles. Then squeeze the 

bottle to squirt the water

Lace different shapes. 

Lace the letters of your 

name, or a photo of your 

face.

Make sure you go over 

and under.

Cut along a straight line, then 

move to cutting L shape, triangle,  

square and circle shapes.

Cut different textures like straws, 

sandpaper or cardboard.
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How many times can you 

collect with tongs?

What can you pick up? E.g. 

little cars, balls, bricks.

Can you move an item from 

one place to another? How 

far can you carry an item in 

tongs?

Can you try picking up raisins  or 

plastic buttons with tweezers?

How about trying to put these 

items in a bottle to make it a bit 

trickier.


